Capture every moment!

ABOUT US
We are Weddings by Michael and together we capture your
memories. With more than thirty years experience, we still love the
romance and excitement we see at every wedding, and take great
pride in capturing these moments for our couples.
We love the challenge of difficult weather conditions, dimly lit venues
and unusual settings, where our low light and creative lighting
techniques allow us to capture unique atmospheric images.
A rainy evening is s perfect example and something we relish!

CALL US TODAY
07762 758531

Your special day
The bridal portrait session is where our skills can really
shine. No matter the weather, if you are game, then so
are we. We have produced some iconic images for
hotels and brides alike, in bright sunshine, overcast
skies, rain and snow!
Whilst it's these images that have created our reputation
as one of the UK's leading wedding photographers, it
doesn't define our abilities, and or should you believe this
is all we do. We tailor our photography to your needs and
desires, whatever they may be.

Capture every moment
Feel free to contact us to arrange an informal and no
obligation meeting at a time that suits you. We can visit
you, you can come to us or we can meet at a venue of
your choice. This will give you the opportunity to discuss
your requirements and ideas for the day, and also view a
selection of our albums. Of course, we will be happy to
answer any questions you may have :o)
To arrange a visit, you can either use the website contact
form, or phone 07762 758531 or 01229 384121 (studio)
"we look forward to hearing from you...."

Second Photographer
Having a second photographer enures all those
additional, candid shots. Capturing the children
playing and Uncle John laughing with your mum.
Whilst your lead photographer is busy with the
groups and concentrating on all those important
images, a second photographer is able to catch all
those off guard moments that make the meories of
your day so special. Not to mention being able to
ccapture the service from the back of the room as
you walk down the aisle, with the lead photographer
at the front of the room.

Bespoke Wedding Photography
Packages also available

07762 758531
www.weddingsbymichael.co.uk
Although we are based in Cumbria, we have
photographed Weddings the length and breadth of the UK.
It's not as expensive as you may think.

